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ABSTRACT 
Smaller region and less power waste play an essential role not only in the manufacture of digital signal processing 

systems but also in higher performance systems. The greater design issue is make optimal the speed and area of the 

multiplier in any digital signal processing however, area and speed are usually conflicting constraints. Major 

concern issue is how to better speed in larger areas. The capable implementation of high speed multiplier using 

Radix_4, and compare with add and shift, wallace tree and Radix_2 algorithm using FPGA. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the fresh fast advances in multimedia and intercommunication systems, real-time signal processing similar 

sound signal processing, video/image processing, or huge- Capacity data processing are increasingly being question. 

The multiplier and multiplier-and-accumulator (MAC) [1] are the existent elements of the digital signal processing 

such as filter out, volume, and internal products. Most digital signal processing methods application nonlinear 

performance such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) [2] or discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [3]. It has been 

observed that the multiplier necessary the longest delay among the fundamental functionary roof in a system, hence 

the faultless exceeding is principally restrain by the multiplier [4]. Because they are basically accomplished by 

repeating application of multiplication and addition, the quickness of the multiplication and addition arithmetic’s 

determines the performance quickness and work of the whole calculation. 

 

ALGORITHM 
Add and shift multiplier 

Shift-and-add multiplication is similar to the multiplication do by numbers. To multiply two numbers and the 

algorithmic program is to take the digits of the coefficient one at a period from right to left, increase the multiplicand 

by a single digit of the coefficient and place the interposed result in the compatible declaration to the left of the 

earlier results. New algorithmic program shifts the multiplicand leftward with zeros inserted in the modern 

condition, so the least important bits of the result cannot turn after they are formed. Instead of varying the 

multiplicand leftward, we can turn the result to the right. Therefore the multiplicand is fixed relative to the result, 

and since we are increase only n bits, the adder necessarily to be only n bits broad. Only the leftward partial of the 

2n-bit product record is shift during the addition. 

 

Wallace Tree Multiplier 

The Wallace tree is an experience hardware implementation of a digital put which succession the partial products 

[5].  In the intend structure, several bit compressors are application for realizing the decrease in the number of biased 

result addition stages. Wallace insert an capable multiplication algorithmic program, The logarithmic advance in 

delay with respect to operand largeness supply quickness gain over multiplier which has a linear grow in delay . In 

this coefficient structure all the bits of all the biased products in a column are added together in equal without the 

diffusion of any carries. The progress is repeated until there is only two rows of the table is leftward , the two rows 

are then added using a fast adder. If the most important bit of the result is one, the normalization logic shifts the 

result rightful one bit and increase the exponent.  
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Radix 2 booth algorithm  

Andrew D Booth, in 1950 plan an algorithmic rule to multiply two numbers of either sign using a equitable improve 

without any for knowledge of the signs of the two numbers [6]. This basic Booth algorithmic rule has been 

application in the plan to exhibit the biased products by encoding the coefficient bits. For a N-bit multiplier the 

Radix-2 Booth algorithmic rule reproduce N number of biased products, which can then be added in a uniform 

method using either simple adders or more preferably compressors. The more drawback of the root radix-2 

algorithmic rule constitute the necessity of N shifts and an mean of N/2 additions for a N-bit multiplier. Also the 

algorithmic regulation’s product degenerate in the include of isolated 1’s in the coefficient. These drawbacks of the 

Radix-2 algorithmic rule are overcome by the Radix-4 Booth algorithmic rule [4]. 

 

Radix 4 booth algorithm  

Speeding up the augmentation using Booth algorithmic regulation can be succeed by recording the coefficient in a 

higher radix than 2. Higher radix recording mean more number of multiplier bits are inspect and ignore per cycle 

resulting in less many of cycles need to advance the result [7]. The radix 4 booth multiplier also understood as 

moderate booth algorithm [8] is a well recognize technique which is application to decrease the biased result 

produce for the increase when two numbers are multiplied. In radix 4 technique, 3 bit encoding is essential due to 

which the calculate of biased products are half. 

 

WORKING 
Multiplier circuits are found in practically every electronic computer, cellular phone, and digital sound/video 

equipment. In fact, really any digital device application to control speech, stereo, image, graphics, and multimedia 

content hold one or more multiplier circuits.  

Figure: 

 
Interfaceing diagram of multiplier 

The multiplier circuits are mainly integrated within microprocessor, media coprocessor, and digital signal processor 

chips. These multipliers are usefulness to execute a broad range of service such as address production, Discrete 

Cosine Transformations (DCT), Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), multiply-accumulate, etc. As such, multipliers act a 

critical role in processing sound, graphics, video, and multimedia data. A multiplying circuit is able to execute a 

multiplication of n-bits X n-bits at a high speed by growing the quickness of the forming process of the biased 

products so that the delay time may be inhibited from growing for a bulky n, and which can prohibit the chip size 

suitable huge. Multiplication is more complex than addition, being accomplish by varying as well as addition. 
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Because of the partial products complex in most multiplication algorithms, more time and more circuit region is 

need to calculate, place, and sum the partial products to obtain the multiplication result. 

 

 

RESULTS  

  

Add and Shift Wallce Tree 

 
 

Radix 2 Radix 4 

 

CONCLUSION 
The simulation results show that, the design use of Add and shift, Wallace Tree and Radix-2 multipliers is much 

better as comparison to Radix-4 coefficient. The Radix-4 multiplier is faster as liken them. The principle for the 

betterment in quickness was the decrease in the count of partial products in casing of Radix-4 recording. 
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